Enduring Credit Questions

HIMSS23 accepted proposals/education sessions will be recorded and placed on the HIMSS Accelerate Platform post conference. HIMSS will seek enduring credit for CME, CNE, ACPE, LLSA-MOC so that those who view the recordings are able to receive clinical continuing education credit. Enduring credit requires viewers to take a post-test after they view recorded/enduring content.

Please provide two (2) multiple-choice questions with four (4) answer choices (a-d) and one (1) true/false question that attendees should be able to answer after viewing this online presentation.

In the appropriate fields, please provide the correct answer and the reason why the answer is correct for each question. In addition, please provide the incorrect answers. Please do not include the answer choices in the question field.

If the correct answer is “all of the above” or “none of the above”, please do not simply repeat the answer when explaining why the answer is correct. Instead, provide a reason or a citation indicating why all the answers are correct or not correct.

Each answer is limited to 40 words max.

EXAMPLE - Multiple Choice Questions
Question: A universal goal to improve patient safety is the use of:

Provide one correct answer:
A. Surgical pause

Provide reason why the above answer is correct.
A. This is one of the main goals of The Joint Commission International Center for Patient Safety.

Provide three incorrect answers below:
B. Patient privacy process
C. Diagnosis-related groups
D. Peer review

EXAMPLE - True/False Question
Question: When setting up relational databases, the primary key refers to a field or set of fields that uniquely identifies each record stored in the table.

Provide correct answer below (True or False): True

Provide reason why the above answer is correct.
A primary key (if assigned) is used as a unique identifier for each record in the table.